
EGLINTON CROSSTOWN LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT
Transit Facts—Surface Section 
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While much of the work on the Eglinton Crosstown to this point has been building tunnels and stations for 
the underground portion, there is another nine kilometre stretch to the east that is about to start taking 
shape. The at-grade section of the Crosstown will stretch from Leslie Street, east to Ionview Road. Here are 
some facts about the surface portion of the Crosstown:

Full capacity: 48

Full capacity: 163

Comfort

Surface Stop Features

Accessibility Features

Transit Facts

Note: Graphic shows one vehicle. Up to three vehicles can be 
connected into trains to carry up to 490 people.

• Light Rail Vehicles (LRVs) will travel in 
the centre of the Eglinton roadway on a 
dedicated right-of-way and have priority 
signaling at intersections, improving reliability 
of travel times and less wait times

• Gridlock relief! LRVs will mean less buses 
required on the road

• The wide LRV stop platforms can be accessed 
via accessible signalized intersections and 
crosswalks and there will be a physical barrier 
between the platform and the adjacent road 
lane, keeping passengers safe from traffic 
while they wait

• Each LRV vehicle will carry three times as 
many riders as a bus—your ride just got a little 
more comfortable

• “Pylon Signs” at stops will help riders 
recognize what stop they are at, day or night 

• Surface stops will have unique design 
concepts including; transparent design to 
ensure clear sightlines to the street and to 
maximize security for passengers

• Portions of the guideway will have a “Green 
Track,” which includes vegetation between 
the mountable curbs of the guideway

• Next vehicle arrival screens will let riders 
know when they can expect their next train

• Each stop will have accessibility features including; sheltered benches and sheltered 
wheelchair area, ramp access to platforms, signage with accessible features, 
platform edge illumination and tactile strip, passenger assistance intercom, colour 
contrast between walls and platform and equipment mounted at accessible heights

When complete, the surface section of the Eglinton Crosstown LRT will bring nine kilometres of 
fast, reliable, and modern transit to Eglinton Avenue East, transforming the neighbourhoods it 
intersects and better connecting residents and businesses to the rest of the city.


